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Abstract

Water is very important for the formation of life and plants. Different types of plants and life are formed on the basis of water. All types’ viruses and some diseases arise due to lack of plasma in organisms like Corona virus, Cancer, etc. Plasma in the blood of living beings is more than blood molecules; when the plasma in the blood of an organism becomes less than the blood molecules, then viruses and diseases arise from it. Different types of viruses and diseases are born due to reduction of different amount of plasma.
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1. Introduction

Water is very important for life, green life cannot be imagined without water. Life and plants have been formed by the mixing soil and water, water is exists in the form of plasma in organisms, water is necessary in a different quantity for the formation of different types of organisms and different types of plants and life. The amount of plasma in the body's blood is more than of blood molecules by which blood flow and the body develops.

Viruses and diseases caused

All types’ viruses and diseases that arise in the body of organisms, they all arise due to only three reason

- **Lack of plasma in the blood**
  All types of viruses and some diseases that are produced are due to the lack of plasma in the blood of all living beings.
  **Example**
  Corona virus, cancer, blood jaundice and bp low etc.
  Due to the addition of extra substance in the blood or the effect of radiation heat, there is shortage of plasma which gives rise to many types of viruses and diseases.

- **By increasing amount of plasma in the blood**
  Blood circulation increases by increasing the amount of Plasma in the blood and many more problems arise.

- **Some diseases occur due to lack of certain blood molecules in the blood**
  Some diseases occur due to lack of certain blood molecules in the blood.

For example

Human blood consists of 55% plasma and 45% blood molecules, due to which the blood remains in liquid form, due to which blood circulation continues and the body develops. Similarly, the amount of plasma in the blood of all such organisms is more than blood molecules if the plasma concentration in the blood becomes more or less than the amount, then viruses and diseases arise from it.

When there is a lack of plasma in the blood, blood molecules make different types of DNA and this DNA builds up dry cells and virus very quickly.

**For example**
When the water containing substance dries up, that substance beings to mold very rapidly into a structure. Just like that.
The amount of less plasma in the blood, blood molecules give rise to the same types of viruses and diseases.

The amount of plasma is different in all organisms due to which different types of DNA are made and different types of organisms are born. Cancer cells and viruses formed due to lack of plasma grow very fast because they lack plasma and healthy blood has the right amount of plasma, so that it slowly change into the form of a cell.

If the plasma in the blood increasing and decreases in very small amount, it only causes a change in skin color.
Corona virus

There is decrease in the amount of plasma in the blood of an organism in such a way that the corona virus is born, there is a reduction in the amount of plasma in the blood to such a degree that blood molecules produce a DNA that being to mold in to the corona virus.

And when this virus is found in the blood of a healthy body, then there is a shortage of plasma in that healthy body too.

Cancer

A low amount of plasma in the blood that cause cancer but there is more plasma deficiency in the blood than the corona virus to cause cancer, because there is lack is lack of plasma in different amount in the blood due to which different types of viruses and diseases are born.

Their treatment

If the shortage of plasma is met then all virus and diseases can be die.

Plasma deficiency can be met by cleaning ordinary and removing contaminants from it and sending it into the blood by injection and this water will turn into plasma in the blood, blood pressure is not increase by sending clean water into the blood by injection, blood pressure increase when the body is healthy, blood pressure will not increase if there is any virus and diseases.

Viruses and diseases absorb plasma very quickly and when plasma is given in the blood, than the amount of plasma in the blood will increase due to which all the viruses and diseases will dead.